GymACT Organization

Our mission is to foster the growth of men's college gymnastics programs, strengthen and raise the level of our sport and protect the relationships and integrity of collegiate gymnastics. While promoting the essence of the sport and its competitiveness, we provide ideas and tools to inspire the creation of new teams and support existing programs in their pursuit of higher standards.

GymACT.org

GymACT coaches: rivals on the competition floor and fierce friends and devoted supporters of the gymnastics community everywhere else.

Providing Opportunities

Imagine the impact of joining a college team! The gymnast gets a chance to continue his career as a student athlete; fulfilling a life-long dream that would otherwise not be achievable.

• Full & Part-time coaches
• Regular season competitions against other collegiate & NCAA teams
• International travel & competitions
• Participate in the exciting USAG or NAIGC Collegiate National Championships
• Train daily with a team full of guys sharing a same common goal
• Travel and make new friends
• Develop your potential while getting a solid education

GymACT Conference

GymACT programs compete using NCAA competition rules. During the meet season we go head to head with NCAA teams all the way to team, AA and and individual event finals at the USAG Collegiate National Championships. These College Teams are nationally ranked within the NCAA official ranking at www.roadtonationals.com.

The main difference from NCAA teams is that GymACT teams are self-funded and receive minimal or no financial support from their athletic departments. However, GymACT programs may also provide different / more opportunities and benefits, as they are not bound by some of the limitations imposed by NCAA compliance.

You have worked very hard for many years to succeed in the sport you love so much. You are not finished yet! Join one of the teams in this brochure and take advantage of the many opportunities these teams provide!

Distinguishing GymACT Programs from “Club Sports” teams: Many universities have gymnastics clubs as part of their recreational sports department (see NAIGC.com for more information). GymACT establishes a platform upon which these programs can engage in a higher competitive level arena.

Gymnastics isn’t over if you don’t get a scholarship after high school. You have just laid a strong foundation to build your potential on and now isn’t the time to hang up your grips. So strap it on and see if a program in GymACT might be right for you. You know you still have lots to learn!

GymACT.org

Men’s College Gymnastics Alive and Well!

The OPPORTUNITY to get an education and be part of a COLLEGE TEAM!

Gymnastics Association of College Teams